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Accompanying the seventh recommendation of the Consumers’ Council (House,
No. 23). Mercantile Affairs.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Five.

An Act to further regulate the identity and quantity of

COMMODITIES IN PACKAGE FORM.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 94 of the General Laws is hereby amended by insert-
-2 ing after section 181 the following section:
3 Section 181A. Any commodity put up or packaged in any
4 manner in advance of sale at retail shall bear a plain and con-
-5 spicuous declaration of identity and quantity.
6 The declaration of identity shall positively identify the com-
-7 modity in the package by its common or usual name, description,
8 generic terms, or the like, unless the commodity may easily be
9 identified through the wrapper or container.

10 The declaration of quantity shall disclose the net quantity of
11 the commodity that is, the quantity of commodity in the
12 package exclusive of wrappers and any other material packed
13 with such commodity; provided, that the declaration of quan-
-14 tity on an aerosol package shall disclose the net quantity of the
15 commodity (including propellant) that will be expelled when the
16 instructions for use as shown on the container are followed. The
17 declaration of the quantity of a particular commodity shall be
18 expressed in such terms of weight, measure or count, or a com-
*9 bination of count and weight, measure or size, as have been
20 firmly established in general consumer usage and trade custom
21 and as give accurate information as to the quantity of the com-
-22 modity. But if there exists no firmly established general con-
-23 sumer usage and trade custom with respect to the terms used in
24 expressing such declaration of quantity, the declaration shall be
25 in terms of liquid measure if the commodity is liquid, or in terms
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26 of weight if the commodity is solid, semisolid, viscous, or a mix-
-27 ture of solid and liquid; provided, that, if the commodity is
28 packaged in an aerosol container, the declaration shall be in
29 terms of weight (including the propellant): and provided, further
30 that, if the commodity is a textile material, the declaration shall
31 be in terms of linear measure unless the material is one in which
32 there exists a firmly established general consumer usage and
33 trade custom to declare the quantity in terms of weight, in which
34 case the declaration may be in terms of weight.


